a beat-to-beat alternation in action potential repolarization, promotes dispersion of repolarization, wavebreaks, and reentry. Recently, Re-ALT has been shown to play an important role in the transition from rapid pacing to atrial fibrillation (AF) in humans. The detailed kinetics of atrial Re-ALT, however, has not been reported so far. We developed a chronic free-behaving ovine pacing model to study the kinetics of atrial Re-ALT as a function of pacing rate.
ing transition from PV tachycardia to persistent AF remains unclear. Repolarization alternans (Re-ALT), a beat-to-beat alternation in action potential duration (APD) or amplitude, has been identified as a mechanism by which dispersion of repolarization is promoted, leading to wavebreaks and reentry, [3] [4] [5] [6] and has been implicated in transitions to AF from pacing, [7] [8] [9] following atrial flutter 5 or myocardial infarction. 7 Recently, Re-ALT and complex APD oscillations have been shown to play an important role in the transition from rapid pacing to AF. 10 Atrial Re-ALT required progressively faster rates for patients with persistent AF, patients with paroxysmal AF, and controls. However, the detailed kinetics of atrial Re-ALT has not been reported so far. We developed a chronic free-behaving ovine pacing model to study in vivo the kinetics of atrial Re-ALT as a function of pacing rate.
Methods

Animal Experimental Setup and Data Acquisition
Two pacemakers, each with a single lead screwed into the right atrium (RA), were implanted in 13 male sheep (74 ± 18 kg) under general anesthesia (2 mg/kg i.v. propofol, 1-5% isoflurane): 11 a Vitatron TM T70 model was used for the recording of atrial unipolar electrogram (EGM) because of its unique broadband signal characteristics (sampling frequency 
. Ovine atrial unipolar EGM and time series. A representative example of subcutaneous bipolar ECG (top) and corresponding unipolar electrograms (EGM, bottom) at a pacing cycle length (PCL) of 210 ms is shown in panel A. Green circles denote pacemaker (PM) stimuli, cyan triangles the first atrial depolarization wave (R-wave), and black stars atrial T-wave apexes (T a ). Repolarization waves are highlighted by red bold curves. Panel B shows from top to bottom time series of AT, activation recovery interval (ARI), T a and beat-to-beat difference in T a ( T a ) from the EGM shown above. Panel C illustrates the nonlinear (i.e., logarithmic fit) relationship between ARI (mean ± SD) and PCL determined in a subset of 8 sheep.
800 Hz, 0.4 Hz high pass filter), and a Vitatron TM Prevent AF pacemaker to deliver customized electrophysiological pacing protocols because of its reprogramming capacity. Atrial EGM and subcutaneous ECG were recorded with a wireless Holter device (TMSi TM , B_Holter). At many pacing cycle lengths (PCLs), 2:1 AV conduction prevented the reliable measurement of Re-ALT as the far-field ventricular depolarization impinged on the preceding atrial repolarization. In order to prevent 2:1 AV ratios or other far-field ventricular interferences, the AV junction was ablated and a right ventricular lead was implanted to maintain AV synchrony in a subset of sheep (n = 4, 63 ± 6 kg). 11 Recordings were acquired at least 1 month following device and leads implantation after light sedation (xylazine 0.2 mg/kg). Experiments were carried out in accordance with the European convention for the protection of vertebrate animals used for scientific purposes.
Pacing Protocols
Atrial Re-ALT thresholds, kinetics of the Re-ALT amplitude and activation time were determined as a function of PCL. The pacing protocols consisted of atrial pacing for 400 beats starting at PCL 400 ms with 10 ms decrement until stable 2:1 capture (i.e., approximating the effective refractory period, ERP). The amplitude of stimulation (2.3 ± 0.6 V, 0.5 ms) was at least twice diastolic threshold and remained constant over the pacing protocols.
Signal Analysis
ECG baseline wandering was suppressed with a Butterworth high-pass filter with a 1.5 Hz cut-off frequency. A wavelet denoising method was applied on both EGM and ECG signals and ventricular activity was cancelled in sheep with AV block to improve Re-ALT quantification. Pacemaker stimuli, atrial depolarization and repolarization waves, and Twave apex (T a ) were then identified on the EGM (Fig. 1, panel  A) . The filtering, ventricular cancellation, identification and T a error in time, and amplitude are detailed in the Supporting Information. Re-ALT sequences were determined from time series of beat-to-beat differences of atrial T a , similarly to the method developed by Swerdlow et al. for unipolar EGMs provided by ICD. 12 Re-ALT amplitude, when present, was also measured and averaged for the last 9 beats preceding episodes of rapid pacing-induced AF. Because complex oscillations of atrial repolarization have also been reported preceding arrhythmia onset, 10 we measured the mean beat-to-beat difference in T a for the last 9 beats before induced AF; oscillations of atrial T a were considered complex when beat-to-beat T a varied in a nonalternating pattern by >50 μV, which has been measured as the background level of T a variations in our model (see Fig. 2 , panel C). Activation time (AT, panel B of Fig. 1 ) of unipolar EGM was defined as the time interval between the pacemaker stimulus and the maximum of the atrial depolarization wave (R a ), and alternans of AT (AT-ALT) as beat-to-beat variation in AT > 1.25 ms (i.e., time interval between 2 samples). Diastolic intervals (DIs) were measured as the time interval elapsed from the preceding T a to the following R a . Activation recovery intervals (ARIs) were measured from R a to the following T a because at fast pacing rates the end of the atrial repolarization wave could not be reliably determined as it was impinged by the following depolarization. Although ARIs are moderately correlated with local APD or refractory periods, [13] [14] [15] they are able to track adequately APD changes. 15 To support the relationship of ARIs to APDs in our model, the rate dependence of ARI was evaluated in a subset of 8 sheep. Panel C of Figure 1 shows that ARI decreased significantly (P < 0.05) as a function of PCL from 123 ± 7 ms at 400 ms PCL to 91 ± 16 ms at 150 ms PCL. Panel B of Figure 1 also illustrates representative examples of time series of AT, ARI, T a amplitude, and its beat-to-beat differences ( T a ) at PCL 210 ms from the EGM shown in panel A. Although subtle variations in T a were observed, they did not fulfill criteria for Re-ALT (see the Statistical Analysis section).
Statistical Analysis
Statistical tests were performed using Matlab version 7.9 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Time series of T a were used to determine Re-ALT sequences, which were considered significant when the 2 following conditions were fulfilled: (1) T a was alternating for ≥ 5 consecutive beats; (2) even and odd T a distributions were statistically different based on a Student t-test (P < 0.01, 2 sided). The same criteria were applied to AT alternans (AT-ALT), which was considered significant if >1.25 ms. Multiple one-way ANOVA was used to test differences in ARI, Re-ALT amplitude, AT and AT-ALT as a function of PCL. Fisher's g-statistic was used to assess whether Re-ALT sequences appeared in a periodic manner. 16 Fisher's exact test was used to analyze the 2×2 contingency table. A P < 0.05 was considered significant.
Results
Kinetics of Atrial Repolarization Alternans
Atrial Re-ALT was detected in all sheep (with and without AV block), and its amplitude increased as a function of pacing rate. Panel A of Figure 2 illustrates representative examples of atrial unipolar EGMs at decreasing PCLs. Smoothed repolarization waves are shown in red and T a by black stars. Re-ALT was absent at 400 ms PCL, but appeared and increased in magnitude at shorter PCLs. The decrease of PCL to 300 ms and 250 ms was associated with progressive increase in Re-ALT amplitude from a mean peak-to-peak difference ( T a ) of 66 μV at 300 ms to 141 μV at 250 ms PCL. Panel B shows a color map of amplitude and beat locations (x-axis, from 1 to 400 beats) of Re-ALT for an entire stimulation protocol (y-axis, range 400-220 ms PCL) in an AV block sheep with ventricular pacing at 40 bpm (1,500 ms) to dissociate far-field ventricular activity from atrial EGMs. Subtle Re-ALT was observed at long PCLs (400-300 ms, dark blue). For PCLs ≤ 290 ms, a progressive increase in duration and amplitude (light blue) of Re-ALT was noticed. Importantly, the Re-ALT amplitude was much higher (red) at short PCL (220 ms) before the first instance of 2:1 capture (dark blue following the red marks at PCL 220 ms). Panels C and D show summary data of the kinetics (mean ± SD) of Re-ALT, AT-ALT, and AT prolongation at decremental PCLs (x-axis) in sheep with AV block (n = 4) during right ventricular pacing at 40 bpm. Notably, the Re-ALT amplitude increased linearly (R 2 = 0.971, P < 0.001) from PCL 290 ms and became significant from the background level (40 ± 25 μV at PCL 400 ms) at PCLs ≤ 230 ms (P < 0.05), which was defined as the atrial Re-ALT threshold. We further evaluated the presence and amplitude of Re-ALT induced by realistic noise on simulated EGMs. Noise-induced Re-ALT (5.2 ± 
T a are marked by black stars and nonalternating periods by black lines. Panel B depicts the corresponding time series of AT, ARI, diastolic intervals (DI), and beat-to-beat differences in T a ( T a ).
0.5 μV) was present but appeared much smaller than the amplitude of experimentally measured Re-ALT (i.e., 155 ± 19.5 μV at PCL 230 ms) as detailed in the Supporting Information. Panel D of Figure 2 shows the kinetics of AT minus its mean value measured at PCL 400 ms (AT 400 ) as a function of PCL. AT remained stable until PCL 210 ms increased exponentially, and became significantly different from the baseline value at PCLs ≤190 ms (P < 0.05). Then, the potential contribution of alternans of AT to Re-ALT was evaluated. Panel C shows that AT-ALT was absent over the entire pacing protocol. In summary, both the occurrence and amplitude of atrial Re-ALT, and the kinetics of AT were rate dependent, but alternans of AT was not observed.
Atrial Re-Alt Was Intermittent Despite Continued Pacing
The color map (panel B) of Figure 2 shows that once atrial Re-ALT had developed, it was not steady during the time course of the pacing protocol. The atrial Re-ALT amplitude fluctuated over time but without periodic pattern (Fisher's gstatistic, P = ns). Panel A of Figure 3 shows a representative example of atrial unipolar EGM taken between beats 74 and 135 of a 400-beat protocol at PCL 230 ms. T a are emphasized by black stars. Sequences without significant Re-ALT are highlighted by black lines of variable duration at the top of the recording. Re-ALT appeared intermittently and in a nonperiodic pattern with rises and declines of the magnitude separated by periods of no Re-ALT of variable duration as well. Panel B of Figure 3 shows the corresponding time series of AT, ARI, DI, and Re-ALT ( T a ). Notably, depolarization wave amplitudes in panel A and AT in panel B did not show any beat-to-beat alternation, suggesting that the mechanisms underlying atrial Re-ALT at intermediate PCLs primarily involve repolarization rather than depolarization. In contrast, T a clearly exhibited periods of Re-ALT of the variable magnitude and duration. At the maximum amplitude of T a alternans (beat number 103 to 119 and 131 to 135), ARI and DI also showed significant beat-to-beat alternation, but of shorter length compared to T a . ARIs alternating at maximal T a alternans showed a concordant relationship with DIs: short ARIs (e.g., beats 110 and 112) were preceded by short DIs (e.g., beats 109 and 111), and long ARIs (e.g., beats 111 and 113) by long DIs (e.g., beats 110 and 112). The dependency of APD (and its surrogate: ARI) on the preceding DI, 4, 6, 10, 17, 18 termed the ARI-DI restitution, has been thought to be mechanistically involved in Re-ALT when the slope of the relationship is >1. 19 Figure 3 , panel B, shows that the ARI-DI restitution does not drive T a alternans as ARIs and DIs alternated less frequently than T a did. To further examine whether the ARI-DI restitution may play a limited role in driving ARI alternans at maximal T a alternans, an ARI-DI restitution limited to beats 103-119 showing both ARI and DI alternans was drawn (data not shown). Although ARIs decreased as a function of DIs, the maximum restitution slope determined from a linear fit 10, 18 for the shortest 40 ms DI segment (range: 89-111 ms) was <1 (0.6). Altogether, these observations suggest that atrial Re-ALT is not driven by the ARI-DI restitution.
Intermittent Atrial Capture
The pacing protocol was pursued until stable 2:1 atrial capture, which occurred at mean PCL 128 ± 19 ms (i.e., steady state ERP). Interestingly, we observed periods of intermittent 2:1 atrial capture intermingling with 1:1 capture as shown in Figure 4 . The mean PCL at which the first periods of intermittent 2:1 atrial capture appeared was 154 ± 24 ms. Panel A of Figure 4 illustrates an example of intermittent Table 1 displays the prevalence of each of the 4 patterns of AT and T a changes among the 186 episodes. 40% of the episodes were of the type as shown in panel B1 and 33% in B2. Importantly, Re-ALT was observed in 73% and AT prolongation in 49% of episodes. Only 11% of the overall episodes exhibited neither changes in AT nor Re-ALT (panel B4). Using Fisher's exact test, no significant difference in Re-ALT prevalence (P = 0.14) was observed between sequences with and without AT prolongation, supporting the lack of relationship between Re-ALT occurrence and AT prolongation before capture failure.
In the 49% of episodes showing AT prolongation before capture failure, the mean number of beats over which AT prolonged was 4.9 ± 2.5 (95% CI, 2-8). Also, the faster the pacing rate, the longer the periods of intermittent 2:1 capture until steady state ERP. Panel A of Figure 5 shows (top tracing) the first episodes of 2:1 capture at PCL 200 ms. The middle tracing shows the same sheep at a shorter PCL (170 ms), with more frequent and longer periods of 2:1 capture. The bottom tracing shows stable 2:1 atrial capture at steady state ERP (PCL 160 ms). For all pacing protocols between the first beats of capture failure and steady state ERP, durations of 2:1 capture sequences were totaled, divided by the duration of the pacing protocol and expressed as the percentage of cumulative 2:1 atrial capture. Panel B of Figure 5 shows summary data based on 35 recordings in 7 sheep starting at PCL that was 40 ms above steady state ERP and decremented by steps of 10 ms. Importantly, the cumulative percentage of intermittent atrial capture increased as the PCL shortened. At ERP, cumulative 2:1 capture was 95% as 1:1 capture of a few beats' duration was observed at the initiation of the pacing protocol. In a subset of 4 sheep (20 recordings) whose ARIs were reliable enough, the last beat of 2:1 capture and the first beat of 1:1 capture were compared (panel C of Fig. 5 ). AT remained similar (from 34 ± 14 to 31 ± 12 ms, P = NS) but ARI decreased significantly (from 97 ± 18 to 89 ± 19 ms, P < 0.05) at resumption of 1:1 capture, which is consistent with a decrease in APD promoting the recovery of 1:1 capture. Also, note the transient Re-ALT at resumption of 1:1 capture. 
Atrial Fibrillation Episodes
Forty-four protocols totaling 758 bursts of 400 beats were performed starting at PCL 400 ms until steady state ERP, of which 12 (1.6%) triggered 20 episodes of nonsustained AF (nsAF) at mean PCL 150 ± 36 ms. Seventeen episodes occurred during 1:1 capture, and 3 following the transition from 2:1 to 1:1 capture. Eighty percent (16/20) of the AF episodes were preceded by Re-ALT (mean magnitude of the 8 last T a : 366 ± 285 μV) and 15% (3/20) by complex T a oscillations (mean magnitude of the 8 last T a : 180 ± 5 μV). One episode was triggered by a single S1 at resumption of 1:1 capture at PCL 120 ms. Prolongation of AT was observed in 55% (11/20) , absent in 40% (8/20) and not analyzable in one episode (5%). Note that the amplitude of Re-ALT (366 ± 285 μV) preceding AF was well above the maximal value (210 ± 70 μV) measured at PCL 200 ms (shown in Fig. 2C ).
Panel A of Figure 6 shows an illustrative example where Re-ALT ( T a ) emerged and AT prolonged at resumption of 1:1 capture, leading directly to AF. Note that the similar dynamics of Re-ALT and AT prolongation with episodes of 2:1 capture (see Fig. 4 ). Panel B of Figure 6 shows an example of complex T a oscillations preceding the initiation of AF by rapid pacing. To further illustrate the observed atrial repolarization dynamics preceding nsAF, Poincaré plots of the beat-to-beat T a difference ( Ta n + 1 ) as a function of its preceding value ( Ta n ) were built. T a alternans (Fig. 6A) tended to aggregate at 2 distinct locations on either side of the "zero" alternans line, while complex T a oscillations spanned the graph (Fig. 6B ) before nsAF. In summary, both alternans and complex oscillations of atrial repolarization were commonly observed before rapid pacing-induced AF.
Discussion
This study reports the detailed kinetics of atrial Re-ALT during rapid atrial pacing. We show in vivo that Re-ALT developed and increased in magnitude with rate until stable 2:1 capture. In rare instances where 1:1 capture was maintained during rapid pacing, nsAF surged. Our work also shows the feasibility of recording atrial Re-ALT using available pacemaker technology to provide a surrogate of APD alternans.
Rate Dependence of Atrial Repolarization Alternans
Atrial Re-ALT has been observed using unipolar recordings, 20 MAP, 5, 8, 10, 17, 18 and optical mapping. 7, 21 This study is the first to our knowledge to report the detailed kinetics of atrial Re-ALT and its interplay with capture failure based on unipolar EGMs using a method similar to the one 12 Atrial Re-ALT was rarely observed at long PCLs, but progressively increased in duration and linearly in amplitude starting at PCL 280 ms. The PCL at which Re-ALT amplitude became significantly different from the background level (230 ms) was similar to the value measured in control subjects (i.e., 218 ± 30 ms) referred for catheter ablation of supraventricular tachycardia and in cultures of atrial myocyte monolayer (250 ms), 21 supporting the adequacy of our model to study the kinetics of Re-ALT in vivo. 10 Importantly, right atrial Re-ALT arose at PCLs where AT was neither prolonged nor alternating, indicating that atrial Re-ALT, as for the ventricles, 3, 10, 22 primarily involves beat-to-beat alternation in the repolarization time course. This is further supported by Tsai et al., who recently reported Re-ALT in cultures of atrial myocytes during rapid field pacing. 21 Atrial Re-ALT arose from alternans of intracellular calcium, and was further promoted by atrial stretch-induced defective intracellular calcium reuptake. Also, no consistent relationship was found between T a alternans and ARI and DI alternans or the kinetics of the ARI-DI restitution. T a alternans was observed at times of no ARI and DI alternans. This is in line with recent clinical 10 and experimental studies 6, 21 that found no relationship between APD-DI restitution kinetics and alternans, but a role of intracellular calcium cycling alternans in driving repolarization alternans.
Intermittency of Atrial Repolarization Alternans
Selvaraj et al. reported in heart failure patients spatially out-of-phase (i.e., discordant) intermittent ventricular Re-ALT using unipolar signals. 23 Mirinov et al. showed that intermittent Re-ALT is related to unstable nodal lines separating out-of-phase regions spanning the heart surface, which are mechanistically linked to slow APD accommodation following a change in PCL. 24 Based on atrial unipolar signals, we observed sequences of intermittent Re-ALT appearing in a nonperiodic pattern. The rise and decline in the Re-ALT amplitude preceding nonalternating periods is suggestive of nodal lines spanning the RA, but cannot be proven as recordings were performed at a single site. Interestingly, atrial ARIs displayed alternation in duration only at the maximum amplitude of T a alternans. Experimentally, atrial ARIs are able to track APD changes, 15 hence alternation of ARIs indicates APD alternans. The repolarization wave of bipolar and unipolar signals is the result of repolarization gradient of surrounding excitable tissue. 13 The peak of the T-wave is timed with the maximal voltage gradient between neighboring APs and the height of the T-wave with the magnitude of that maximal voltage gradient. 13 Alternation in T a amplitude without ARI alternans suggests alternation in the steepness of the phases 2 and 3 of neighboring APs but not necessarily of the AP duration. This hypothesis is supported by the recent clinical observation that alternans of phase 2 of MAPs better correlates with T-wave alternans than alternans of the duration of phase 3 of the AP. 10 However, in general, both phases alternate together (see Fig. 1 in Ref. 25) . Alternatively, some inaccuracy in the detection of the timing, but not of the amplitude of T a , may have postponed the detection of ARI alternans. In summary, ovine right atrial repolarization kinetics share common features with human and rodent ventricles including the rate dependence and the intermittency of Re-ALT.
Potential Mechanisms of Intermittent Atrial Capture
Brooks et al. observed 40 years ago that atrial Re-ALT and intermittent capture occurred at similar rapid pacing rates. 20 Their observation that an increase in stimulus strength converted 2:1 into 1:1 atrial capture argued for decreased excitability as the underlying mechanism of intermittent capture. More recently, Watanabe et al. showed in canine RA using MAPs that the ERP measured during Re-ALT after a long APD is longer than that after a short APD. 8 Hence, atrial Re-ALT combined with AT prolongation may have facilitated the first noncaptured beat by delaying the ERP to a point where the next stimulus is refractory. This hypothesis is further supported by MAP recordings performed in humans suffering from AF as shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. Panel A shows left atrial (LA) Re-ALT at slow pacing rate, and panels B (LA) and C (right atrial, RA) Re-ALT and capture failure preceded by AT prolongation that progressively postponed the repolarization until the stimulus fell within the ERP. This, in addition to the observation that intermittent capture in the sheep was seen in a range (i.e., 40 ms) of PCLs just above ERP, strongly suggests reduced excitability. However, other mechanisms must be involved in the maintenance of intermittent capture. The rate dependence of the duration of intermittent capture and the decrease in ARI preceding resumption of 1:1 capture are both suggestive of a time-dependent process. Further studies beyond the scope of our research are required to elucidate these mechanisms. Our results may also hint at a potential mechanism by which rapid atrial rhythms may fail to cause AF in certain patients by means of capture failure as recently reported during rapid pacing.
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Repolarization Alternans and Mechanism of AF
In the seminal work of Haissaguerre et al., 1 PV tachycardias triggering AF had a mean CL of 175 ± 30 ms that fell within human (<218 ± 30 ms), 10 ovine (i.e., 230 ms to ERP) and atrial myocyte monolayer culture (250 ms to ERP) 21 PCL range during which atrial Re-ALT occurred. In this study, during the rare instances where 2:1 capture did not occur with rapid pacing, nsAF episodes were observed and preceded either by overt Re-ALT or by complex T a oscillations, whereas AT prolonged or remained stable. Interestingly, complex APD oscillations have recently been reported to herald rapid pacing-induced AF in humans as well. 10 Taken together, these observations suggest that alternans and complex oscillations of atrial repolarization, but not AT prolongation, may be one of the mechanisms facilitating transition from focal tachycardia to AF by promoting dispersion of repolarization and wavebreaks as reported recently in humans with rapid pacing. 10 Whether digital pacemaker technology with broadband signal characteristics could be used to predict the susceptibility to and imminence of AF in humans and animal models of AF need to be further investigated. Our study may also hint at the limited clinical success of overdrive pacing in suppressing AF burden 26 as increasing the pacing rate may promote Re-ALT and dispersion of repolarization. Patients suffering from AF and models of rapid-pacing display multiple atrial alterations including a decrease in ERP 27 that may potentially shift Re-ALT to lower rates 10 and 2:1 capture to higher rates, both reducing the effectiveness of this potentially protective mechanism.
Study Limitations
Our study bears limitations that deserve some comments. First, our experimental model of rapid pacing does not provide the typical electroanatomical substrate reported in animal models and humans suffering from AF. 28 Second, some uncertainties remain as to whether our observations apply to the stimulation site as the recording electrode was remote by 2 cm on average, and to the LA as the pacemaker leads were implanted into the RA. Similar APD and Re-ALT dynamics between the RA and LA, however, were recently reported by our group in humans suffering from paroxysmal and persistent AF. 10 Figure S1 of Supporting Information shows in humans RA and LA MAP recordings with atrial Re-ALT and delayed AT preceding capture failure at the pacing site that shared all the characteristics of the transitions to 2:1 capture observed in our ovine model. Third, our model is limited to a single RA site, which prevents us from drawing any conclusion on rapid pacing-induced dispersion of repolarization and discordant (i.e., arrhythmogenic) alternans. Fourth, the analysis of unipolar EGM repolarization presumably provides information about atrial repolarization properties during rapid pacing. It does not provide, however, direct mechanistic insights into cellular and subcellular mechanisms and future studies should analyze the relationship between T a alternans and local repolarization properties using optical mapping. Error estimation in the determination of atrial T wave apexes from EGMs Estimation of noise-induced Re-ALT Figure S3 . Fit of the T wave. Panel A shows a simulated EGM where the exact location of the T a is marked by a black star. Panel B shows the EGM with additive white Gaussian noise (SNR = 10 dB) and the corresponding fits in red. Panel C shows the same EGM after wavelet denoising and polynomial fit in red. Table S1 . Errors in the identification of T a timing and amplitude on simulated EGMs with decreasing noise levels. The upper rows report the mean error ± standard deviation in
